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I. INTR~DU~ION 
This paper was inspired by some recent work of Ito and McKean, which 
contains a probabilistic result modeled after and named for Whner’s test. 
The text in question is Norbert Wiener’s criterion that a boundary point of a 
domain be regular with respect to the Dirichlet problem; the version in [I] 
provides, for simple random walk in s 2 3 dimensions, a criterion for 
deciding whether the probability that a set of states will be visited infinitely 
often by the walk is 0 or 1. The purpose of the present paper is to give a 
different proof of Wiener’s test which holds in greater generality than that 
of Ito and McKean, together with some examples of Markov processes for 
which the test is and is not valid. 
It is evident from [l] that the situation resembles the kind handled by 
the Borel-Cant& lemmas; as so often happens, the theorem in one direction 
is easily proved in great generality, while the converse, which would use that 
part of the Borel-Cantelli lemmas requiring independence, is much harder. 
(Actually, Ito and McKean approach the converse in a somewhat different 
way.) Various generalizations of these lemmas exist for dependent events 
but none seems quite optimal for our purposes, so a very simple one will be 
developed in Section II. The main results are then stated and proved in 
Section III. The hypotheses under which we prove Wiener’s test seem to be 
close to the “right” ones, but they are on the Green’s function (defined 
below) of the process instead of the transition probabilities. To discover 
when these hypotheses are fulfilled is a difficult problem; some remarks and 
examples are offered in Section IV. Finally, we give an example of a Markov 
chain for which Wiener’s test fails, although the chain enjoys some pleasant 
properties. The possibilities for using Wiener’s test once it is established will 
not be touched upon in this paper. 
* This work was partially supported by the National Science Foundation. 
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II. A LEMMA 
There are many generalizations of the “infinite-sum” part of the Borel- 
Cantelli lemmas to dependent events. That of Chung and ErdGs [2] is difficult 
to apply because probabilities involving simultaneously large numbers of 
events are required. Closer to our needs are results of Erdijs and Renyi in [3], 
and Kochen and Stone [4]. However, the following very simple fact, con- 
venient for our purposes, does not seem to be explicitly stated in the lite- 
rature. 
LEMMA. Let A,, A2, --* be events in a sample space, and suppose that 
%Pr(A,) =m. 
n-1 
Suppose also that for some constants N and C < 00, 




Pr (lim sup A,) > 0. 
n+m (3) 
PROOF. To establish (3) we must show that Pr (U,“,, A,) is bounded 
away from 0 as k -00. Let Z be a closed subinterval of (0,2/C) and notice 
that x - $- Cxs is bounded from 0 for x E I. Now for any k, because of (I) we 
can choose nr > nl > k so that 
2 Pr(A,) =xEZ. 
(This is always possible unless Pr (A,,) does not tend to 0, and in that case (3) 
is obvious.) Applying the inequality1 
Pr( G A”)> gPr(A.)- I; Pr (4A& (4) 
1=1, 7l=fl* ?I,~n<?lZ~n. 
’ This inequality, suggested by truncating the inclusion-exclusion formula after 
two terms, is easily proved by induction. 
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we find that 
Pr(i &)>Pr( 6 A,)2 2 Pr(A,)-+C 2 Pr(A,)Pr(A,) 
n=k W=7tl ?l=n, tt,Tll=?Z, 
n#m 
2x----&C 2 Pr(A,)Pr(A,~)=x-+C~2. 
Since this is bounded from 0, (3) is proved. 
III. WIENER’S TEST 
We. shall first state and prove Wiener’s test for Markov chains discrete 
in time and space. The same proof will apply to other cases as well; these are 
formulated later. Perhaps the main novelty .in the proof is that we use the 
lemma above to decide only whether the probability of hitting a set infinitely 
often is 0 or positive, relying on the 0 - 1 law (when valid) to ensure that the 
probability, if positive, must be one. As they are needed throughout this 
section, we will state a few facts and notations from probabilistic potential 
theory; what we need constitutes a small fraction of what can be found in the 
papers of Hunt [5] and Doob [6]. 
Let P = [pij] be the transition-probability matrix of a transient Markov 
chain {X,). Then 
for all i and j is the “Green’s function” of the chain. For any finite set A 
of states, there exists a positive function eA(*) such that 
hA(i) = Pr (some X, E A 1 X0 = i) = z GijeA(j) ; 
iEA 
(5) 
in this case e, is given by 
eA(j) = Pr (X, $ A, n = 1,2, . . . ) X0 = j) 
for j E A. The total “charge” on A producing the “potential” h,, i.e., 
&,AqeA(j), will be called the “capacity” of A and denoted C(A).2 
s When P is not symmetric, C(A) so defined will not always satisfy the capacity 
inequalities; this is irrelevant for our purposes. 
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Suppose that G, -+ 0 as j -+ w; the “shells” 
S,, = {j : 2-“-l < G, < 2-“1 (6) 
are then finite sets. We will assume that 9 constants a, b < 03 such that if 
iES,, jGGrn where n, nr 2 b, then 
G, 5 a 2-(nfm); Gji I a 2-“. (7) 
Our first version of Wiener’s test is then as follows: 
THEOREM. If the Green’s function satis$es (7)) and B is any ittjhite set of 
states, the2 
if and only if 
Pr (X,, E B infinitely often) = 0 (8) 
2 C(Bn 4,) 2-” < 0~). (9) 
n-1 
PROOF. From (5), plus the definition of capacity, we see at once that 
in particular (6) implies 
2-“-l C(Bn S,) I JQ,,~,(O) I 2-” C(Bn S,). (11) 
Thus if (9) holds, only finitely many of the events that the Markov chain 
hits Bn S,, occur, by the Borel-Cantelli lemma. Each set Bn S,,, being 
finite, is hit finitely often in any case, so (9) implies (8) without use of the 
assumptions (7). (This part, of course, is identical to [I].) 
If the series in (9) diverges, choose a subsequence n(K) with the corres- 
ponding subseries also divergent and such that n(K + 1) - n(k) 2 b. Let 
Ak be the event that the process hits the set B n Snck) ; we will apply the 
lemma in Section II to this sequence. Since (1) is assumed, we need only 
verify (2). From (1 1), we have 
Pr (&) Pr (Ah) 2 2-n(k)-1 2+‘lh)-l C(B A S,,,.) C(B n S,,,,). (12) 
On the other hand, clearly 
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Assume that K < h so that n(h) - n(k) 2 b. The first term on the right-hand 
side of (13) is overestimated by 
and this, by (lo), (1 l), and the first part of (7), is _< to 
C(Bn S,,,,) 2-n(k) C(Bn S,,,)) a 2-n(h). (14) 
In just the same way, but using the second part of (7), we find that the second 
term on the right side of (13) * al IS so overestimated by (14). Combining this 
result with (12) we have 
Pr (A&) I 2a C(B fI S,,,r) C(B n S,,,,) 2-n(L)-n(h) 
_( 8a Pr (A& Pr (An). 
Thus (2) holds; by the lemma we have 
Pr (b sup A,) > 0 
which implies the negation of (8). 
REMARK. If it is known a priori, as it is for a Markov chain consisting 
of partial sums of independent random variables,3 that Pr (X,, E B infinitely 
often) must be either 0 or 1, then of course when our theorem applies the 
convergence or divergence of the series in (9) determines which value the 
probability will have. But it is not difficult to construct somewhat artificial 
examples where our version of Wiener’s test holds and the 0 - I law does 
not. For instance, consider two 3-dimensional lattices; on each one a par- 
ticle does a simple random walk except when at state (0, 0, 0), where it is 
transferred with positive probability to state (0, 0,O) of the other lattice, and 
vice versa. If the set B is contained in one of the two lattices, the process may 
hit B infinitely often with positive probability less than 1. 
Under suitable conditions, the proof we have given of Wiener’s test applies 
to nondiscrete Markov chains. Let p(x, E) be the transition function of {X,}, 
a Markov process discrete in time but not in space; form its iterates p(n)(x, E) 
in the usual way, and define 
G(x, E) = &W(x, E) I + m. 
n-0 
* This is a consequence of the 0 - 1 law of Hewitt and Savage [7j. 
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Suppose p( ) is a measure on sets E such that G(x, E) is absolutely continuous 
with density g(x, y). If A is a “transient set,” by which we mean that 
G(x, A) < 00 for every x, then (5) becomes 
h&) = Pr (some X, E A I X0 = x) = J g(x, y) e&9 44) (15) 
VGA 
where again eA is the escape-probability function. We put 
C(A) = I,,, e‘4(y) MY> (16) 
and observe that there is an estimate for the hitting probability hA entirely 
analogous to (10). Finally, define the shells S,, by replacing Gaj by g(0, y) 
in (6). We will assume that each S, is a transient set and that the density 
g(x, y) satisfies the obvious analogue of (7). Then Wiener’s test is valid in the 
sense that (9) is a necessary and sufficient condition for (8); the proof is 
just the same as in the discrete case. (The set B to be tested must, of course, 
be measurable.) 
A version for continuous time can also be obtained in much the same way; 
let the state space be Euclidean s-space and the transition probabilities be 
pt(x, E). The Green’s function is now defined by 
G(x, E) = j-m P& E) 4 
0 
and we need to be sure that an equation for hitting probabilities like (15) is 
valid for the sets we wish to consider. General conditions ensuring this are 
discussed in detail in [5]. Here we shall simply assume that G is absolutely 
continuous (Lebesgue) with density g(x, y) and that for every compact set A 
there exists a unique finite measure pA on the set such that 
hi = Pr (20 > 0 : xt E A I xo = 4 = /vEAgtx, Y) 4~. (15’) 
We then define C(A) to be the total mass pA(A). If we further assume that 
the shells S, defined by 
s, = {y : 2-n-1 I g(0, y) I 2-“} 
are compact, that g(x, y) satisfies (7), and that the set B being tested is closed, 
then the proof we have already given for Wiener’s test applies with only 
notational changes. The conclusion must, however, be stated slightly dif- 
ferently: (9) is now the criterion that with positive probability there exist 
arbitrarily large times when xt E B. There is also sometimes a version for 
hitting at small times; see the postscript. 
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IV. EXAMPLES 
Most of the Markov processes for which Wiener’s test is known to be 
valid are included in the following: If the state space of {X,,} is contained in 
Euclidean s-space, and if there are constants 0 < d < D < 03, a: > 0, r, 
such that 
then the hypothesis (7) is satbjied and Wti’s test holds.4 (Here [ y - x [ 
is the ordinary distance from x to y.) The statement also holds in the discrete 
case with G, in place of g(x, y). The proof is routine; (17) implies that, for 
large n, 
S, C {y: #l/a) 2Wa, 5 Iy 1 < DUlcd 2(ln+l,/a,}, 
and it is then very easy to estimate g(x, y) for x E S,, and y E S,,+,,,. It will 
be necessary to skip some shells (to bound m from below, as allowed in 
condition (7)) and the desired conclusion follows. 
For simple random walk in s-dimensions, (17) (with a. = s - 2) was used 
by Erdcis and Taylor in [8]. Much more precise estimates of G,j are available 
in this case (see [l] and its bibliography) but they are not necessary for pro- 
ving Wiener’s test. The method of [8] extends somewhat, but to prove (17) 
for sums of independent random variables in anything like the right degree of 
generality would seem to be a hard problem. Brownian motions in s 2 3 
dimensions with zero means (but possibly anisotropic), and transient sym- 
metric stable processes are readily shown to have Green’s functions satis- 
f+g(17). F in all , b y y comparing infinite series to the corresponding integrals, 
it can easily be shown that a transient process consisting of sums of normal 
random variables with zero means satisfies (17). Whether or not attraction 
of the random variables to a normal or stable law suffices is not known.6 
We shall close with simple examples of discrete Markov chains for which 
the “only if” portion of Wiener’s test is false; The easiest is a simple binary 
“tree”; the states are pairs (n, i) where n = 0, 1, me* and i = 0, 1, m**, 2” - 1. 
From state (n, i) transitions to (n + 1, Z) and (n + 1, Z + 1) are possible, 
each with probability i. Each state is reached at most once; clearly 
G [O.s),(a,t) = Pr (hit (n, i) from (0,O)) = 2+. 
’ Assuming, of course, that the necessary hypotheses to ensure the validity of the 
hitting probability relation (I 5) or (15’) are in force. 
‘See Note at end of paper. 
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Thus S, = {(n, i), i = 0, 1, *es, 2” - l}; i.e., the nth “generation” in the 
tree. It is also clear that 
C(B n S,) = number of states in B n S,, 
since the probability of escape from such a set is 1 at each point of the set. 
Choose a set B as follows: Let B n S, be any two states, and let Bn S, 
consist of all their immediate successors in the tree. Let Bn S, be four 
states not “descendants” of those chosen earlier, and let B n S,, B n S,, and 
Bn S, consist of all the first, second, and third generation descendants of 
the states in B n S,. This construction can be continued indefinitely, -choosing 
from each S,, with n = 2” a set of 2’” ‘-*) states not in the line of descent of 
those taken earlier, and then putting all their successors also into B until 
n reaches the next larger power of 2. We have then 
2 Pr(process hits Bn Is,) = g 2-k = 1, 
n=2L k=l 
(18) 
so that (with probability 1) only a finite number of B n S, with n = 2” are 
hit.6 Because of the construction of B this implies that 
Pr (process hits B i.o.) = 0. 
However, the series of Wiener’s test is 
(19) 
2 C(Bn S,J= &+ $+ a+ ++ a+ $+ . . . =w. (20) 
nz2 
The example given above does not obey a 0 - 1 law, but a slight modifica- 
tion can bring this about. We alter the transitions from states of the form 
(2k - 1, i), allowing the process from such states to go with equal proba- 
bility to any state (2’“,j); all other aspects of our example are unchanged, 
including Eqs. (18), (19), and (20). As a result of the mixing that occurs 
because of the altered transitions, no nonconstant functions f  exist which are 
regular in the sense that Pf = f; the 0 - 1 law is a consequence. 
POSTSCRIPT 
It may be worth while to mention the relationship of the test discussed in 
this paper with that of Wiener. Consider 3-dimensional isotropic Brownian 
6 Actually it is obvious that only one set B n S,, can be hit, but the Borel-Cantelli 
argument is needed for the modified case discussed below. 
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motion; the notions of potential, Green’s function, and capacity then are 
equivalent to those of classical potential theory. The convergence or diver- 
gence of the series in (9) is now the criterion that there exist arbitrarily large t 
for which xt E B. However, there is another form of the theorem: Let S,, be 
redefined using 2+” in place of 2-” so that the shells are bounded by small 
spheres (g(0, y) = k 1 y 1-l in this case) instead of large ones. Then the 
divergence or convergence of E C(B n S,) 2” is the criterion for whether B 
is hit by the process at arbitrarily small positive times with probability 1 or 0; 
the proof, using the lemma of Section II, proceeds in just the same way as 
before. It has been shown by Doob in [9] that 0 is a regular or irregular 
boundary point of B according as B is, or is not, hit at arbitrarily small times 
by a Brownian motion starting at 0. Combining this fact with our test in the 
case above, we obtain exactly Wiener’s result. 
Note added in proof. Since this paper was written, F. Spitzer has obtained an 
asymptotic estimate of Gi, from which (17) follows for sums of independent lattice 
random variables in three dunensions. It is assumed that the mean of the random 
variables is 0, that the covariance matrix has rank 3 and that 2 + e moments exist for 
some c > 0; then a = 1. Thus Wiener’s test holds for such random walks. 
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